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Abstract
Modern text-to-speech (TTS) systems are able to generate audio
that sounds almost as natural as human speech. However, the
bar of developing high-quality TTS systems remains high since
a sizable set of studio-quality <text, audio> pairs is usually re-
quired. Compared to commercial data used to develop state-
of-the-art systems, publicly available data are usually worse
in terms of both quality and size. Audio generated by TTS
systems trained on publicly available data tends to not only
sound less natural, but also exhibits more background noise.
In this work, we aim to lower TTS systems’ reliance on high-
quality data by providing them the textual knowledge extracted
by deep pre-trained language models during training. In par-
ticular, we investigate the use of BERT to assist the training of
Tacotron-2, a state of the art TTS consisting of an encoder and
an attention-based decoder. BERT representations learned from
large amounts of unlabeled text data are shown to contain very
rich semantic and syntactic information about the input text, and
have potential to be leveraged by a TTS system to compensate
the lack of high-quality data. We incorporate BERT as a par-
allel branch to the Tacotron-2 encoder with its own attention
head. For an input text, it is simultaneously passed into BERT
and the Tacotron-2 encoder. The representations extracted by
the two branches are concatenated and then fed to the decoder.
As a preliminary study, although we have not found incorpo-
rating BERT into Tacotron-2 generates more natural or cleaner
speech at a human-perceivable level, we observe improvements
in other aspects such as the model is being significantly better
at knowing when to stop decoding such that there is much less
babbling at the end of the synthesized audio and faster conver-
gence during training.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, text-to-speech, transfer learn-
ing, pre-trained language models, semi-supervised learning
1. Introduction
End-to-end, deep learning-based approaches are causing a
paradigm shift in the field of text-to-speech (TTS) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
Unlike traditional parametric TTS systems [6, 7], which typ-
ically pipeline a text front-end, a duration model, an acoustic
feature prediction model, and a vocoder, end-to-end neural TTS
approaches integrate all these components into a single network
and thus only require paired text and audio for training. This
removes the need of extensive domain expertise for designing
each component individually, offering a much simplified voice
building pipeline. More importantly, they have been shown to
be capable of generating speech that sounds almost as natural
as humans [4, 8].
TTS systems that produce speech close to human quality,
however, are usually trained on data collected by individual in-
stitutions that are not publicly accessible. Due to their strictly-
controlled conditions during the collection process, it is a com-
mon belief that these internal data have higher quality than the
publicly available ones. Such a belief is supported by the fact
that when training modern TTS models such as Tacotron-2 [4]
on publicly available dataset like LJ Speech [9], the synthesized
speech sounds less natural and exhibits more noise in the au-
dio background than that produced by Tacotron-2 trained on
Google’s internal data. Therefore, it is still unclear whether we
can achieve state-of-the-art TTS performance using only pub-
licly available data.
Recently, deep pre-trained language models (LMs) [10, 11,
12, 13] have shown to be capable of extracting textual repre-
sentations that contain very rich syntactic and semantic infor-
mation about the text sequences. By transferring the textual
knowledge contained in these deep pre-trained LMs (e.g., by re-
placing the original text input with the extracted text features),
a simple downstream model is able to achieve state-of-the-art
performance on a wide range of natural language processing
tasks such as natural language inference, sentiment analysis,
and question answering, to name a few. These deep LMs are
first trained on large amounts of unlabeled text data using self-
supervised objectives, and then fine-tuned with task-specific
losses along with models for the downstream tasks.
In this work, we aim to leverage the textual knowledge con-
tained in these deep pre-trained LMs to lower end-to-end TTS
systems’ reliance on high-quality data. Particularly, we investi-
gate the use of BERT [13] for assisting the training of Tacotron-
2 [4]. The backbone of Tacotron-2 is a sequence-to-sequence
network [14] with attention [15] that consists of an encoder and
a decoder. The goal of the encoder is to transform the input
text into robust sequential representations of text, which are
then consumed by the attention-based decoder for predicting
the spectral features. We enrich the textual information to be
consumed by the decoder by feeding the linguistic features ex-
tracted by BERT from the same input text to the decoder as well
along with the original encoder representations.
Existing work such as [16, 17] also attempts to make use
of the textual knowledge learned from large text corpora to
improve TTS. However, they either focus on improving the
data efficiency of TTS training, i.e., to minimize the amount
of paired text and audio for training, in a small-data regime,
or the word embedding modules they use to provide textual
knowledge have some limitations by nature, e.g., the word em-
beddings are trained based on very shallow language modeling
tasks and are hence considered less powerful than the one we
use in this work.
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of the proposed model. The bottom block depicts the original Tacotron-2, which is used as our base TTS
system. Tacotron-2 consists of an encoder and an attention-based decoder. For an input text, the goal of the encoder is to transform
it into robust textual representations that are then consumed by the attention-based decoder for predicting the spectral features. The
upper part of the figure illustrates how we incorporate BERT into the TTS system. Specifically, BERT is fed with the same input text and
extracts another sequence of textual representations of it. For each decoding time step, the decoder attends back to the two sequences
of textual representations produced by the two branches (i.e., the Tacotron-2 encoder and BERT) with separate attention heads. The
two generated attention context vectors are concatenated and fed to the decoder as the new input for decoding.
2. Proposed Approach
In this section, we start with introducing BERT [13] and
Tacotron-2 [4]. We then present the proposed approach for in-
corporating BERT representations into the training of Tacotron-
2. The proposed approach is illustrated in Figure 1.
2.1. Tacotron-2
Tacotron-2 follows the sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) with at-
tention framework and functions as a spectral feature (e.g., mel
spectrogram) prediction network. The predicted spectral fea-
tures are then inverted by a separately trained vocoder into
time-domain waveforms. In this work, we modify the seq2seq
component by incorporating BERT as a parallel branch to the
Tacotron-2 encoder, and use WaveGlow [18] as the vocoder to
synthesize the audio waveforms.
The seq2seq component consists of two main building
blocks: an encoder and an attention-based decoder. At a high
level, the encoder takes a text sequence as input and transforms
it into a sequence of textual representations. For each decoding
time step, the decoder conditions on these textual representa-
tions and predicts a mel spectrogram frame.
Specifically, the encoder takes a character sequence as in-
put, passes it through a stack of convolutional layers followed
by a single-layer bidirectional LSTM, and the hidden states
of the recurrent network are used as the encoded representa-
tions. These representations will then be consumed by the
decoder. The decoder is an autoregressive LSTM with the
location-sensitive attention [15] mechanism that summarizes
the encoded representations at each decoding time step. The
input to the decoder at each time step, which is the prediction
from the previous step, is first passed through a pre-net before
being fed into the LSTM. Lastly, the output of the LSTM is pro-
cessed by a convolutional post-net to predict the final spectro-
gram. The output of the LSTM is also fed into another network
with a sigmoid activation to determine when to stop decoding.
During training, the mean squared error is calculated at the
spectrogram prediction output, while the stop-token prediction
is trained with binary cross-entropy loss. Additionally, teacher-
forcing is used to train the recurrent decoder. During inference,
the ground truth targets are unknown. The decoder generates
the mel spectrogram in an autoregressive fashion as opposed to
teacher-forcing. Generation is completed when the stop token
output exceeds a threshold of 0.5.
2.2. BERT
Our goal is to leverage rich textual knowledge contained in deep
pre-trained LMs to assist TTS training. To do so, we use BERT
to transform the input text sequence into textual representations
that are in parallel to those extracted by the Tacotron-2 encoder,
and provide both of them to the Tacotron-2 decoder. BERT is a
Transformer-based [19] model trained on large amounts of text
in an unsupervised manner. Below we briefly summarize BERT.
Input Representations. Unlike Tacotron-2 that takes char-
acter sequence as input, the input to BERT is a sequence of
subword units that are usually referred to as WordPieces [20],
where the tokenization is determined by a Byte-Pair Encoding
process [21]. Since a Transformer is position-agnostic, it needs
positional information encoded in their input, thus it uses learn-
able positional embeddings for WordPiece tokens with length
up to 512. Additionally, a special [CLS] token is added at the
beginning of each sequence so that the final hidden state cor-
responding to this token represents the aggregate vector of the
sequence.
The Transformer Model. The backbone of BERT is a multi-
layer bidirectional Transformer encoder, which consists of mul-
tiple blocks of multi-head self-attention stacked together. In this
work we use the BERTBASE configuration that contains 12
attention blocks each with 12 attention heads and hidden size
of 768.
Pre-Training. The BERT model is pre-trained using two un-
supervised objectives: masked language modeling, for which
the model has to predict a randomly masked out token, and next
sentence prediction, where two sentences are packed as input to
the encoder and the aggregate vector is used to predict whether
they are adjacent sentences.
2.3. Using BERT in Tacotron-2 Framework
As mentioned previously, the Tacotron-2 encoder aims to ex-
tract robust sequential representations of the input text, the de-
coder then decodes the spectrogram by conditioning on these
textual representations. By drawing analogy to the traditional
parametric TTS systems, the Tacotron-2 encoder can be viewed
as the linguistic front-end and the decoder is similar to the sta-
tistical acoustic prediction model.
From this view, we propose to inject the textual informa-
tion contained in the BERT representations to the Tacotron-2
decoder, so that it has access to the textual features from both
the Tacotron-2 encoder and BERT to make a spectral predic-
tion. In practice, we feed the input text, which is first tokenized
into WordPiece sequence, into BERT, and the representations
from the last attention block is exposed to the decoder. The
decoder then attends back to both the Tacotron-2 encoder rep-
resentations and BERT representations using separate location-
sensitive attention heads in order to produce the corresponding
attention context vectors. The two vectors are then concatenated
before feeding into the autoregressive recurrent network.
There are other ways for incorporating external textual rep-
resentations into the text front-end of a TTS system, for ex-
ample by concatenating the representations with the charac-
ter embedding sequence [16]. However, there usually exists a
mismatch between the time resolutions of the two sequences
and the existing solutions are not as intuitive as simply let-
ting the decoder attend to the representations extracted by both
branches.
Note that although we use Tacotron-2 as the base TTS sys-
tem in this work, our framework can be easily extended to other
TTS systems as well.
3. Experiments
3.1. Dataset and Settings
We use LJ Speech [9], a public domain speech dataset consist-
ing of 13100 audio clips of a single speaker reading from non-
fiction books. The audio utterances vary in length from 1 to 10
seconds, with a total length of about 24 hours of speech. They
are encoded with 16-bit PCM with a sample rate of 22050Hz.
The dataset is split into train, validation, and test sets of 12500,
100, and 500 clips respectively.
We use the implementation of Tacotron-2 by Nvidia1 and
keep the default hyperparameters to train the baseline model.
1https://github.com/NVIDIA/tacotron2
Table 1: Performance of our model versus the baseline
Tacotron-2 model on several evaluation metrics.
Model MCD13 GPE FFE
Tacotron-2 21.88 0.722 0.740
Ours 25.21 0.720 0.735
For our model we use the same configuration for the Tacotron-2
component. The parameterization of the additional location-
sensitive attention layer for attending to the BERT representa-
tions is also kept the same. The entire model is trained end-
to-end, thus the losses are also back-propagated into the BERT
encoder to fine-tune the textual representations. The Adam op-
timizer is used with a learning rate of 0.001 to learn the param-
eters.
3.2. Evaluation Metrics
To measure performance, we use several metrics used in pre-
vious works that correlate with voice quality and prosody. To
compare the generated audio to the reference audio, these met-
rics are only calculated up to the length of the shorter audio
signal. The pitch and voicing metrics are computed using the
YIN [22] pitch tracking algorithm.
Mean Cepstral Distortion (MCDK ) [23]:
MCDK =
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
√√√√ K∑
k=1
(ct,k − cˆt,k)2,
where ct,k and cˆt,k are the k-th mel frequency cepstral coeffi-
cient (MFCC) of the t-th frame from the reference and gener-
ated audio, respectively. The overall energy ct,0 is discarded in
this measure. We follow previous work and set K = 13.
Gross Pitch Error (GPE) [24]:
GPE =
∑
t 1[|pt − pˆt| > 0.2pt]1[vt]1[vˆt]∑
t 1[vt]1[vˆt]
,
where pt and pˆt are the pitch signals from the reference and gen-
erated audio, vt and vˆt are the voicing decisions from the refer-
ence and generated audio, and 1 denotes the indicator function.
GPE measures the percentage of voiced frames that deviate by
more than 20% in the pitch signal of the generated audio com-
pared to the reference.
F0 Frame Error (FFE) [25]:
FFE =
1
T
∑
t
1[|pt − pˆt| > 0.2pt]1[vt]1[vˆt] + 1[vt 6= vˆt].
Following the definitions of GPE, FFE measures the percent-
age of frames that either have a 20% pitch error or a differing
voicing decision between the generated and reference audio.
3.3. Results and Observations
Table 1 shows the performance of our model versus the baseline
Tacotron-2 model without the BERT encoder. All metrics cal-
culate some form of error of the generated audio against the ref-
erence audio, thus the lower the better. On the MCD13 metric,
our model performs a little worse than the baseline model, but
on the GPE and FFE metrics our model performs slightly better.
Overall, there is not much difference in terms of these metrics
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Figure 2: Plots for MCD13 and FFE metrics as training steps increases.
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Figure 3: Attention alignments for encoder and BERT encoder on a test phrase.
at the end of training between both models. Additionally, we
do not find a difference in naturalness for audios synthesized by
the two models at the end.
However, if we visualize the performance metrics against
the number of training steps, as shown in Figure 2, we see that
our model converges faster compared to the baseline Tacotron-
2. This suggests that the addition of the learned representations
of BERT may have helped our model learn quicker early on dur-
ing training. Even though the metrics converge to similar val-
ues at the end of training, our model still benefits from the pre-
trained knowledge from BERT. We also discover a difference
early on in training in terms of the quality of the audio generated
by the two models. The quality of the audio generated by our
model is generally better than the baseline Tacotron-2, but the
discrepancy disappears as training progresses. These results are
to some extent similar to those reported in previous work [16],
where semi-supervised learning with external text representa-
tions and pre-training improves synthesis performance in low-
resource settings but not in large-data regimes.
From the learning curves, we can also see that the MCD13
metric converges much quicker than the FFE metric and oscil-
lates within a small range, and we do not observe much corre-
lation of the MCD13 metric with audio quality. We even find
that models at early training stages that achieve relatively low
MCD13 synthesize gibberish audio. Compared to MCD13, we
find that FFE offers a much better indication of audio quality.
Additionally, we observe a clear improvement in predicting
when to stop generation with our model. The baseline Tacotron-
2 often has trouble ending its decoding process, generating gib-
berish noise at the end. Our model, on the other hand, almost
never exhibits this behavior.
We visualize the attention alignments of the decoder against
both attention layers of our model in Figure 3. From Figure 3a,
we see that the attention is a almost diagonal, meaning that the
decoder mostly focuses on the correct characters as the audio se-
quence is generated. This pattern is also observed in the original
Tacotron [1], as well as the baseline Tacotron-2 model. From
what we observe, this behavior is strongly correlated with syn-
thesized audio quality, but unfortunately there isn’t a straight-
forward method to quantify this behavior. On the other hand,
in our model the attention layer that attends to the BERT repre-
sentations, shown in Figure 3b, only has a rough diagonal pat-
tern at the beginning of decoding. Its attention is more spread
across different time steps compared to the encoder attention
alignments. We can also see from the figures that the values of
the attention are much lower for the BERT attention. Since the
encoder attention patterns are similar, we hypothesize that the
model still learns to map the text sequence to acoustic feature
sequence mainly by the textual representations learned from the
encoder. The BERT representations serve as additional infor-
mation that the decoder uses to improve its prediction.
4. Discussion and Future Work
In this work, we propose to exploit the textual representations
from pre-trained deep LMs for improving end-to-end neural
speech synthesis. As a preliminary study, we have not found in-
corporating BERT into the Tacotron-2 framework significantly
improves the quality of the synthesized audio; however, we do
find that our approach improves the Tacotron-2 model in other
aspects such as faster convergence during training and the final
model is significantly better at knowing when to stop decoding
such that the synthesized audio has less babbling in the end.
This is only a preliminary work, and there is still a lot left
to be studied. For instance, instead of utilizing only knowl-
edge from unlabeled text data, we can also make use of large
amounts of unlabeled speech corpora [26] to assist the decoder
in learning the acoustic representations and alignments. A po-
tential method could be to initialize Tacotron decoder with a
pre-trained auto-regressive predictive coding model [27].
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